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1. ALBERTI, Leandro
Descrittione di tutta Italia
Bologna, Giaccarelli, 1550

€ 4.000

In –folio, ll. (32), 469; full vellum with tile on spine. On the
title page, reprinted at leaf 3, a woodcut printer’s mark sho-
wing Hercules fighting the Hydra and the motto “Affectus
virtute superantur”. A dedication to Henry II, king of
France.
Original edition.
The most important XVI Century work on Italy, due to eru-
dition of Leandro Alberti (1479-1553), a Dominican friar,
author of some lives of Saints and a History of Bologna, that
merged the classic sources with contemporary ones, esta-
blishing the Italia illustrata by Flavio Biondo, itself a source
for Italian history.
It’s a history, geography, tradition work about Italian areas:
much information is about the art history and works. Prin-
ted slightly before the original edition of Vasari book, the
Descrittione includes detailed lists about works of art in ci-
ties and about artists, giving precious information about pri-
vate collections. Of particular interest, also for a brief
reference to Vespucci’s travels and to Discovery of the New
World. Fossati-Bellani n. 284. STC., 14. Harrisse n. 302:
«This work is quoted by the Nova Acta Eruditorum in refe-
rence to the alleged claims of Vespuccius to the discovery of
the New World».
Steinmann Wittkower p. 48; Schlosser p. 192.





2. ALBERTI, Leon Battista
(trad. Ludovico Domenichi)
La Pittura
Giolito, Venezia, 1547

€ 1.500

In 8vo; cc. 44, a woodcut typographic mark on title and last
page, xylographic initials; on title page a possession note
dated 1586 and more manuscript entries; many captions and
contemporary underlines that show this copy as a scholar’s
or artist’s one. Coloured boards binding. Some light resto-
rations on edges of some leaf.
Dedicated to Francesco Salviati.
The first Italian edition of the basic Renaissance perspec-
tive essay. Alberti sets up in this text the knowledge rules to
painters of “cut and surface”, i.e. the visual pyramid theory,
of colors, of painting history, of the three things that “make
perfect the painting, inscription, composition and to receive
light”.
The “De pictura is a basic theoretical work of exceptional
significance in the perspective history; for the first time, ab-
solutely, the still young big humanist shows in it the con-
ceptual rules of the new science and shaped the objective
prospectic work as an intersection of the visual pyramid, ha-
ving its summit in the eye and its base included in the appa-
rent shape of the observed object” (Vagnetti).

The De pictura was written in Latin in 1435 and printed for
the first time in Basilea only in 1540, with its Latin text. The
first Italian edition with the translation of humanist Lodo-
vico Domenichi (1514-1564) is “absolutely the second one”



Fowler 15. Cicognara 388. Schlosser p. 125, 127, 155. Va-
gnetti Elb4.

Leon Battista Alberti (Genova 1404 – Rome 1472) “left for
a while his law studies, devoted himself to physics and ma-
thematics, as matters that he considered less tiring for me-
mory, getting in touch with the interests that later he
developed in scientific and architecture works. He kept any-
way his canonic law degree in Bologna, in 1428… Back to
Florence in 1434, during these rough days prior the recall
from exile of Cosimo de’Medici, he became friend (or just
renewed his friendship) with Brunelleschi, Donatello, Bur-



chiello (whom he exchanged some sonnets with), Vespasiano
de Bisticci, Marco Parenti and Piero di Cosimo de’Medici;
he was in company of Leonardo Bruni, Carlo Marsuppini,
Poggio Bracciolini, Leonardo Dati, Giannozzo Manetti and
more famous contemporary humanists, and poets and wri-
ters in Italian, as like his relative Francesco D’Altobianco.
He was immediately stroke by the artistic renewal of the city
and, also due to studies and exercises he had already done
in Rome, he wrote in 1435 in latin his important brochure De
pictura, that he then translated and dedicated to Brunelle-
schi” (Dbi)



3. GIOVANNI BAGLIONE
Le vite de’ pittori scultori et architetti
Roma, Fei, 1642.

€ 4.000

In 4to, pp (12), 405 (i.e. 305, the numbering is wrong), (3),
a complete copy with the author’s portrait and frontispiece
(Baglione del F. Greuter incid.), rarely included. Contem-
porary binding in full vellum, with manuscript title on back,
red cuts.
Original edition, completed by the two intaglio plates.

The first baroque storywriter in Rome, Baglione (1573 ca-
1644) publishes its collections of biographies meaning to
pursue the bio-historical works by Vasari and Borghini. He
expressly restricts his researches to 1572-1642, from Gre-
gorio XIII papacy to Urbano VIII’s one, focusing almost
completely his interest into roman works, making of this col-
lection a sort of Rome guide and a unique historic-artistic
source.
“Baglione’s sources are spoken, taken from live tradition,
concerning artists much close in time or even still alive: the
freshness of reports and their big reliability comes from it...
Much interesting the very start of the work, dedicated to
Cardinal Girolamo Colonna, the introduction to ‘virtuous
reader’ in which B. declares his intention: to pursue and ac-
complish the biographies of Vasari and Borghini… This
work has a unique documentary worth because of richness
and precision of reports”. (Dbi)
At the end an author’s biography is added: beyond a lite-
rate, he was a painter too (he signs the drawing of fronti-
spiece in this edition) and an antique dealer.



The literary frame gathering the biographies is the dialo-
gue between a gentleman and a stranger, during five days.
Trough the artists’ lives, the fertility of Rome is outlined, as
an artistic center, since the second half of XVI century to the
first years of XVII. Vasari, Carracci, Zuccari, Caravaggio
(“some believe he ruined the paint”) and his followers, the
Cavalier d’Arpino, Feti, Bernini, Domenichino, Bassano,
beside the significant strangers in Rome, as like Rubens,
Bril, Elsheimer.
The Rubens’ one is his oldest known biography. Rossetti
672; Schlosser, 1935, pp. 400 e ss., 409; Piantanida 4325.
DBI ad vocem



4. BALDI, Accursio (detto il Sansovino)
Prima parte delle rime toscane et de’ versi latini
da diversi autori composti in lode di Sisto quinto
e della statua di bronzo dalla M. Illust. Città di
Fermo dedicata a sua santità et fatta da Accur-
sio Baldi Sansovino
Fermo, Sertorio de’Monti, 1590

€ 3.000

In 8vo, pp. 51, (1); on title page cardinal arms, woodcut in
red an black ink, the text is framed in a woodcut bordure
and typographic woodcut ornaments.
On title page an owner’s manuscript note: “Ex libris Jo:
Francisci Lancellotti …1764”; Giovanni Francesco Lan-
cellotti was born in Staffolo, near Ancona, in 1721 (dead
1788), he was a scholar in antiquities and history of his na-
tive land, the Marche, but “the main part of his work was
about the idea of a Picenum library, a bio-bibliographic wri-
ters’ list, published post-mortem, that was suggested by
Pompeo Compagnoni, Osimo and Cingoli bishop, who was
his protector (DBI, s.v.)
A dedication of Accursio Baldi to Cardinal Pinelli. Bound in
contemporary boards.

A rare original edition of this sonnets’collection in praise of
the bronze monument of Accursio Baldi, alias Sansovino,
built in the same 1590 on the Palazzo dei Priori frontispiece,
in Fermo. The palace was begun to be built during the Mid-
dle-age (1296) and was completed with the statue that
Fermo dedicated to Sisto V pope, city bishop from 1570 to
1577. Once pope he made Fermo an archiepiscopal abode,
giving privileges to the University.



Between the authors of poems, Raffaello Gualterotti, the
Giustiniani knight, Torquato Tasso.
Sansovino (1570-1607) was a goldsmith, sculptor and en-
graver.
In EDIT 16, two copies are classified: Biblioteca comunale
Forteguerriana – Pistoia and Biblioteca dell’Accademia na-
zionale dei Lincei e Corsiniana - Roma. No copies in OCLC.
A copy at Fondation Barbier-Muller, Genève.



5. BALDI, Bernardino
Versi e Prose
Venezia, Francesco de’ Franceschi, 1590

€ 5.000

In 4to, pp. . (16), 9, 614, (2), copies are known with 12 (in-
stead of 16, as the present) pages before the first numbered
9; a woodcut publisher mark at title page; woodcut tail pie-
ces and initials; XVIII century binding, in marble calf, pain-
ted edges.
Dedication to Urbino Duke and Ranuccio Farnese.

First edition
Bernardino Baldi (Urbino 1548?-1618), a member of the In-
nominati Academy and founder himself of the Indifferenti
Academy, was a poet, a story, a historiographer and a po-
lyglot; he composed works in various fields: verses, dialo-
gues, biographies, history and geography treaties, and
dictionaries of many arabic, persian and hungarian lan-
guage; he consecrated, in addition, 15 years of studies and
researches to the history of mathematics, writing then a Ma-
thematicians’ chronicle, and the Mathematicians’Lives.

This collection of “Versi” gathers La Nautica (a dydascalic
poem in four books about the art of building and operating
a boat), L’egloghe miste, I sonetti romani (a tourist path in
Rome, from Porta del Popolo to Porta San Paolo, verses in-
spired by the Roman ruins, written during a 1586 stay, with
compositions dedicated to the best known monuments, from
the Pantheon Laocoön to the thermal baths to Marcus Au-
relius Statue and so on; these compositions go after a cate-
gory introduced in 1558 by Joachim de Bellay, author of a



book inspired to Roman ruins, “Premier livre des antiquités
de Rome”), the Rime varie (with a dedication to lady Vitto-
ria Galli, dated 1588), the translation of small poem La fa-
vola di Leandro di Museo. In “Prose” part are gathered a
Dialogo della dignità (‘A Dignity dialog’), L’arciere ovvero
della felicità del Principe (‘The archer, or the Prince’s hap-
piness’), La descrizione del Palazzo di Urbino (‘The Urbino
Palace description’), Cento apologi (‘100 vindications’).



“Every work by this so erudite author (a pupil of Federico
Commandino and Guidobaldo del Monte) are precious”
(Cicognara).
Of great interest, for the considered subject and its in-depth
analysis, is the Descrizione del Palazzo di Urbino, dedica-
ted to Aragona cardinal in 1587, that surprisingly – since
the author’s reliability and strictness – was never highli-
ghted and investigated enough. The Palace description has,
so to say, no gaps: every part of the building, the inside (the
inlaid wood work in Federico studiolo, for example) and the
outside, is here carefully considered with the critical atti-
tude according to the information that Baldi could gather;
a chapter is even dedicated to the construction material for
the building, mainly to the stones put in place according to
their physical and mechanical properties. In many pages de-
dicated to architecture, Baldi speculates that the original
project was due to Francesco Martini (and not to Bra-
mante), then followed by the intervention of Luciano Lau-
rana and Baccio Pontelli, as a testimony that, already before
1500, “the good Architecture was discovered, and the Go-
thic was left”: with these words, the author means to say
that for that project the ancient way was taken as an exam-
ple to imitate, rejecting the Gothic school shapes (the bifora
windows, for instance, a counterpart of ‘measure’ and ‘de-
corum’, and in the Baldi vocabulary a synonym of ‘barba-
rity’). In chapter XIII the style purity of the Palace is still
outlined, and the subsequent attack to contemporary archi-
tecture, putting as a reason why the lack of Michelangelo
authority, not yet imposed to the architects, that was brin-
ging to employ “whim instead of rule, that could be so good
just if every brain was of the same quality of his own” (DBI
5, pp. 461-64).

Gamba 1222; Cicognara 3946; Index Aur. 111.860; Edit XVI
sec. B-150; Quadrio I, 57, 89; Schlosser, p. 324.



6. BELLORI, Giovan Pietro
Le vite de’ pittori, scultori et architetti moderni
Roma, Mascardi, 1672

€ 4.500

In 4to, pp. (12, included the engraved frontispiece), 462;
contemporary binding in full calf.

A dedication to Colbert, the important stateman, patron of
archaeology and founder of Paris Academy. With an alle-
goric frontispiece, a winged genie crowning Colbert’s arms,
12 magnificent full page portraits - the first and last signed
by Clowet – of the artists picked up by the author: Annibale
and Agostino Carracci, Domenico Fontana, Barocci, Cara-
vaggio, van Dyck, Duquesnoy, Domenichino, Lanfranco, Al-
gardi and Poussin.
With 14 fancy headpieces, 14 engraved initials, 13 vignettes.

Bellori (1613-1696) was a literate, an antique dealer, and
deep connoisseur of fine arts, a perfect example of classi-
cist and erudite of his century.
The “Vite” is preceded by the “Idea”, the text of a lecture
kept by the author at Accademia di San Luca, under Ma-
ratta supervision, in which he displays his artistic theory,
that was not only the current one, but also the one to esta-
blish some critic parameters for the study of works of art,
and to create prejudices doomed to survive in centuries, and
to strongly shape academic theories until the XXth Century.
With Bellori is clearly affirmed, in Rome, the recovery of
Raffaello’s classicism, and therefore of what produced it, the
roman antiquities, the Apollonian beauty – in the Nicolas
Poussin’s life two fine full page plates are dedicated to mea-



surements (or, better, to issues), derived from Antinoo sta-
tue, here reproduced head on and by side.
The new artist that respond to Bellori’s conceptions, pur-
pousing a less extreme baroque, appreciated by the purcha-
ser, was Maratta (>see) of which he was a reliable
biographist, and who was chosen to restore the Raffaello
masterpieces, the Vatican “Stanze” and the “Loggia alla
Farnesina”.



Only the first part of the “Vite” was published, while in the
introduction the author announces the second one, publi-
shed only in 1942 from a found manuscript.
The work is a biographies collection that, according to his
very author, couldn’t complete the artistic landscape of XVI-
XVII centuries. The artists are chosen in the three fields of
art (painting, scultpure and architecture), according to a
personal taste responding to precise evaluation bases and
reflecting the big international artistic context of Rome, por-
trayed also by the three Dutch artists.
Since the premises, the wide room given to Annibale is not
surprising, while the inclusion of Caravaggio is not so ob-
vious: Bellori acknowledges his genius and greatness, but
he blames the artist for his development of real and natu-
ral. This judgement will resent, in the following centuries, on
study and understanding of the artist.

DBI VII, pp. 781-87; Schlosser-Magnino, it. ed. 1935, pp.
401 ff., 471; Cicognara, 2206; Vagnetti E III; many refe-
rences in Kemp.
For a deep reading of Bellori activity see also “L’idea del
Bello. Viaggio per Roma nel Seicento con G.P. Bellori”,
exhibition catalogue, Roma 2000. CICOGNARA, 2207.
GAMBA, 1788 (nota).



7. BELLORI, Giovan Pietro
Vita di Carlo Maratti pittore, scritta da Gian-
pietro Bellori fin all’anno MDCLXXXIX
Roma, Antonio de Rossi, 1731

€ 600

In 4to; pp. 128, title page prin-
ted in red and black; a copper
vignette on title, a head with
Maratta portrait, a final. Con-
temporary vellum with tile and
golden title on back.
The portrait is missing, but a
very fine copy.
Very rare original edition (the
one from 1732 is best known)
printed on its own in the same
year in which it was published
in the Ritratti di alcuni celebri
pittori del secolo XVII, Roma,
1731, pp. 147 - 251. Bellori (1613-1696) wrote Maratta’s
biography until 1689, and it looks like he worked on it since
1790 to ‘95. A much important part of the “Vita” is dedica-
ted to preservation and restoration of paintings “Memorie
de’ risarcimenti fatti nelle stanze dipinte da Raffaello d’Ur-
bino nel Palazzo Vaticano dal Cavalier Carlo Maratti…”
and “Dafne trasfromata in lauro Pittura del signor Carlo
Maratti…”. Bellori was one of the main an first Maratti’s
biographers. Schlosser only recalls the 1732 edition, “The
life written by Bellori of his friend Carlo Maratta (in 1689,
not finished, the end was added by someone other) was pu-
blished in Rome in 1732”. P. 411 and 404, Florence, 1935.



8. BOCCHI, Francesco
Epistola ad perillustrem Philippum Valorium.
Ruinam, stragemq, fracta Pergamenae Floren-
tinae testudinis deplorantis
Firenze, Sermartelli, 1604

€ 3.000

In 4to; pp. (8), the last is blank; on title page a woodcut of
the Santa Maria del Fiore dome, in Florence; woodcut ini-
tial, some manuscript notes.
Colored board binding. The work is dedicated to Filippo Va-
lori, the Florence ambassador from Vatican.
Original edition, much rare.

Bocchi’s pamphlet takes a cue from the incident of a li-
ghtning that stroke the Santa Maria del Fiore dome, in Flo-
rence, then it turns the speach towards the subject of
restoration of the artifact considered the symbol of the city.
Although published only in 1604, the letter is dated at the
bottom 1600, februrary, just after the damage of the cupola.
The restauration was entrusted to Gherardo Mechini, who
ended it in a short time; he employed a complex scaffolding
system and elevation machines.
In a context of wide exaltation of the Florentine art history,
these pages bring words of extreme praise for the dome ma-
gnificence, a work of high standard, whose majesty suggests
to audience “primo laetitia, deinde, cum appropinquant, ad-
miratio, postremo stupor”. The celebration involves, ob-
viously, the engineer, Filippo Brunelleschi, who is told to
express the rationality of arts beyond the ancestors’ exam-
ple. To support the theory, that glorifies the Florence Re-
naissance origins, Bocchi seems to refer even to
Michelangelo, “iure optimo” who, about to build the Sa-



crario Laurenziato dome, affirms that no architet had done
better after the Filippo machinery.
Francesco Bocchi (1548-1618) was an Italian scholar who,
living in Florence, wrote a guide to beauties of the city: he
was also author of a work on music and of another one on
San Giorgio di Donatello statue (see entry on Dbi).
Filippo Brunelleschi (1377-1446), architect, engineer and
sculptor, worked on the dome of Florence Cathedral since
1418 and to his death, offering at the beginning his know-
how to solve the construction problem, along with Gihiberti
and Battista d’Antonio, as “provider of the Dome construc-
tion”. The Dome had an octagonal plan on a gothic base,
which weight system was solved and cared by Brunelleschi,
beyond the Dome, in the cupola that closes it.
Two copies, one in British Library, the other in Yale Uni-
versity Library.
Schlosser 1935 doesn’t quote this work.



9. BORROMEO, S. Carlo
Instructionum fabricae
Pontium, Milano, 1577

€ 9.500

The first edition of the basic
book for art and architecture
history in the XVI Century.
With this very work, the spirit
of Counter-Reformation deeply
gets in the arts development,
with results and influences ex-
tending until now. With this
work, still, the Church autority
acquires the final power of ae-
stetic judgement. See Paola
Barocchi “Trattati d’arte del
Cinquecento”, Federico Zeri,
“Pittura e controriforma”, A.
Blunt, “Artistic Theory in Italy,
1450-1600”, E. Battisti “Com-
mentari, VII, 1956”, M. Tafuri,
“L’architettura del manieri-
smo”, J. Bury, “Renaissance Architectural Treatises and Ar-
chitectural Books”, E.C. Voelker, “Borromeo’s Influence on
Sacred Art and Architecture”, in “San Carlo Borromeo”,
ed. by J.M. Headly & J.B. Tomaro.



10. (BOTTARI, Giovanni)
Dialoghi sopra le tre arti del disegno corretti e
accresciuti
Firenze, 1770

€ 400

In 12mo, pp. VIII, 346; vellum, golden title on spine, copper
engraved frontispiece. The second edition of “Dialoghi”,
originally published in Lucca, 1754, and reprinted in 1770,
still in an anonymous form. In the five dialogues that com-
pose this work, the archaeologist Pietro Bellori and the
painter Carlo Maratta speak about the perfection of the
three arts. A librarian for the Vatican and councelor for Cle-
mente XII, Bottari (1689-1775) was the author of many
works on art: in these “Dialoghi” he blames collectors,
who, according to him, don’t understand arts. Of big inte-
rest, furthermore, his theories on preservation and restora-
tion of antiquities. Bottari was also an editor of the Crusca
dictionnary of ‘41, and he was a leader of the linguistic de-
bate of his time.



11. CALMO, Andrea
Supplimento delle piacevoli, ingeniose, et argutissime let-
tere indirizzate a diversi, sotto varii e bellissimi discorsi,
nello antico volgare idioma composte
Venezia, Bertacagnio, 1552.

€ 3.000

In 8vo; ll. 62, (1), last blank leaf missing, a big mark on title
page showing Moses while receiving the Ten commandments
boards, reprinted on last leaf; figurated initials. Contempo-
rary coloured cased binding.

A fantastic example of Renaissance plurilinguism and the
first edition containing the letter addressed to still living Mi-
chelangelo, “homo da sublimar laudar esaltar e magnifi-
car… per le venerande e stupendissime opere… di pittura,
scultura, architettura”. Between dialect and jokes, in a some
flippal mood, Calmo puts Buonarroti so far beyond Phidias,
Apelles, Zeuxis, as a winner over antiquity. Between other
works, in a mock spirit Calmo recalls Saint Peter Curch, so
solid and modern that “Vitruvio no valerave un peto sil fusse
vivo” (‘Vitruvius wouldn’t be worth a fart, if alive”). Extra-
vagant art literature pages, in which is arising the then cur-
rent theme of employ of earliest art in Michelangelo work,
and the costume of tuscan in drawing.
In Calmo’s letters, a comedian and comic writer, the cultu-
ral climate of XVI Century Venice is put in evidence, and a
point of view of society, told by the city dialect, emploied by
this curious character, friend of thinkers and artists as like
Anton Francesco Doni, Pietro Aretino, Tintoretto. The au-
thor is considered by many the heir of Ruzzante and a fore-
runner of the “commedia dell’arte”. Letters are included
between his most achieved writings.



“Perhaps Calmo’s most interesting work is his collection of
imaginary letters, bizarre conversations with hisorical per-
sonages that contain fables and fantastic stories, songs and
proverbs… are written in archaic Venetian and are of inte-
rest for thei chronicling of the customs of the day” (J.E. Car-
ney, Renaissance and Reformation, 1500-1620: A
Biographical Dictionary, 2001, p. 59).
Calmo wrote his false letters in venetian dialect, with ver-
nacular elements and calambours, broken latin inserts, with
jokes and fun dialogues then adopted by the “commedia del-
l’arte”. Between the recipients we find also Aretino, Doni
and a lady in Rome. Between the letters we can find some
much important information about dance, between XV and
XVI century.
Wittkower 348



12. IL MANIFESTO DEL BAROCCO

OTTONELLI, Giovanni Domenico
BERRETTINI da CORTONA, Pietro
Trattato della pittura, e scultura, uso et abuso
loro. Composto da un theologo, e da un pittore
per offerirlo a’signori accademici del disegno di
Fiorenza...
Firenze, Giovanni Antonio Bonardi, 1652

€ 8.000

THE BAROQUE MANIFESTO

In 4to, pp. (16), 420; woodcut monogram of Jesuits on title
page. Bound in full contemporary vellum.
Original edition. The authors’names are given on title page
under the anagram “Odomenigico Lelonotti e Britio Pre-
netteri”.
A significant work on practice of art theory, due to the col-
laboration between a Jesuit theologist, Ottonelli, and a pain-
ter, Pietro da Cortona. Its significance was finally
highlighted by Vittorio Casale in his wide introduction and
quotes to the 1973 edition for the Libreria Editrice Canova
(Fonti per la storia dell’arte). As Luigi Grassi noted in his
foreword, Casale claims the earlier debates on this book to
be focused either on the clerical appearance, due to its mo-
ralising tone, or in the figurative painting of Pietro Da Cor-
tona. In worse cases the book was just neglected. There have
been some attempts to attribute part of the text to Ottonelli
or Cortona, but the book was never considered in its total
extent.



Considering the book as a consistent work, Casale reads the
text as a key contemporary witnesses and, at the same time,
as an example of justification of baroque aesthetic.
In spite of the contraddictions between the basically anti-
sensual element of religious morality and the mainly arti-
stic pleasure of expression that seems promote sensuality,
the baroque aesthetic merges a highly religious purpouse –
baroque was often considered as the counter-reform style –
with an extremely high visual revaluation. This way, the art



became a earthly life support to salvation of the soul. Casale
establishes the term “iconocracy” to state the extraordinary
power given by Ottonelli and Cortona to the visual over the
written word. A renowned theologist points the salvation
way and a great baroque painter provides the exempla to
outline the path. Ottonelli’s wisdom and his talent to smooth
every friction are merged to the deep Cortona’s professional
knowledge of painting technique, to generate a true baro-
que manifesto.
Giulio Carlo Argan, in his review to a reprint, defined this
book as the “aesthetic manifesto of Baroque”.
Sommervogel VI, 12; Kemp pp. 150-155; Schlosser-Ma-
gnino pp. 536-543.



13. DANTI, Vincenzo
Il primo libro del trattato delle perfette propor-
zioni di tutte le cose che imitare, e ritrarre si pos-
sano con l’arte del disegno...
Firenze, (Torrentino), 1567

€ 8.800

The only text that allows us to know the expressive poetics
of Michelangelo

In 4to, pp. (8), 62, title framed in a woodcut architectonic
bordure to Medici’s arms, it contains also a Florence view,
the same drawed by Vasari for his first edition of the “Vite”,
for Torrentino. Last white leaf missing. Bound in contempo-
rary boards. The work is dedicated to Cosimo De’Medici.

Extremely rare original edition of this main work on human
body proportions, that reflects Michelangelo conceptions
and knowledges. Danti, a fully mannerist artist, conceives
this essay as an exegesis of artistic theories of human body
portrayal, following the very study of anathomy and Miche-
langelo’s teaching.
“The introduction contains his faith profession towards Mi-
chelangelo, in a really personal mood, it’s one of the most in-
teresting documents about Buonarroti’s cult. His intention
is to explain the true and deep proportions of human body,
as determined for the first time and only by Michelangelo, by
his anatomy study... Michelangelo meant to write himself an
anatomic work, considering uncomplete the Durer rules...
(Danti) draws (beyond antiquity) to works by the man whom
he was linked by a spiritual ancestry” (Schlosser 336-7).
The complete treaty, as conceived by Danti, a real monu-
ment for mannerism, seems to reflect the theoretical plan



that Michelangelo meant to give to his work on proportions.
A “thinker artist”, Danti tracks down in the order principle
the basis of every proportion and beauty, and in its coun-
terpoint, the chaos, the only one possible logic engine in ar-
mony accomplishment. His studies, here included, on
moving bodies, are a fundamental artistic principle in the
transition from Mannerism to Baroque.
“Refusing mathematical schemes of proportions, as propo-
sed by Durer, Danti sees in anatomy studies a true rule to re-
fine proportion, as he believed that perfection of
Michelangelo shapes were in his comprehension of human
body secrets” (M. Daly Davies, p. 68).
The same Danti, proudly, tells in his introduction to have
dissected 83 corpses during his anatomy studies.



Vincenzo Danti (1530-76) was a higly talented sculptor; he
worked at Cosimo I Duke of Florence court, and he dedica-
ted to him his Perfect proportions treaty. For Cosimo he rea-
lized many bronze and marble sculptures. Vincenzo’s
brother, Egnatio, was a well known mathematician, famous
for his editions of Euclid’s Optics and the Due regole della
prospettiva (1583) of Vignola. Literary credits of Vignola
were acknowledged when he became member, in 1567, of
the Accademia Fiorentina, just after the publication of the
first part of his Trattato delle perfette proporzioni. The work
was originally intended to include 15 books, but Danti pu-
blished only the first one.
“One of the major followers of Michelangelo, even if he wa-
sn’t his pupil, (Danti) comes from a vivid talented family of
vivid and he’s, in his versatility, a true Renaissance man”
(Schlosser 336).
The art and theory works of Danti were strongly inspired by
Michelangelo (dead in 1565).
See D. Summers, Michelangelo and the language of Art,
Princeton 1981, pp. 25-26.

OCLC reports copies at Getty Institute, at Folger Shake-
speare Library, at National Gallery of Art, at University of
Manchester.
Cicognara 317 (“A precious and deservedly rare small
book, suitable to a reprint”); not in Vagnetti, De naturali et
artificiali perspectiva.
E. Steinmann and R. Wittkower, Michelangelo Bibliogra-
phie, n. 539 (“von grosster Seltenheit”); Schlosser 1935 pp.
336 e ss., 349, 385 e ss.; M. Daley Davis: “Beyond the
Primo libro of Vincenzo Danti’s Trattato...”, in Mitteilungen
des kunsthistorischen Instituts in Florenz, XXVI, 1982, pp.
62-84.



14. DOISSIN, Louis - DE CARLI, Luigi
Sculptura Carmen – La scultura. Versi sciolti
Milano, Marelli 1775

€ 1.200

In 4to, (1) l., 202 pp., engraved frontispiece. Boards. Italian
and Latin text. The first Italian edition of Doissin’s short
poem about sculpture, forerunning the one about engraving
(see infra), with De Carli’s captions. The monuments’ de-
scriptions were widely appreciated, at time: between them
the Praxiteles’Venus, the Laocoön, Myron’s Cow, etc.
Doissin (1727-1753), a jesuit father, dedicates his lines to
Callot’s Temptation of Saint-Anthony, to works by Durer,
Galle, Vischer, Titian, and puts in light the Carracci work
as an engraver; he also states that the black and white of
engravings can give back the color modulation of paintings.
Between the matters: double way to engrave, etching, the
capricious style of Stevano della Bella, how old is the wo-
odcut technique, Ugo da Carpi invention, press description,
how to clean spot from printings, drawing science; Callot,
Rembrandt, Marco Antonio Raimondi, Annibale Carracci,
the art of miniature, Vernet’s sights, architeture prints, the
worth added to books by engravings…
Cicognara 1987, n. 977





15. DOISSIN, Louis - DE CARLI, Luigi
Scalptura Carmen – L’Intaglio. Versi sciolti
Milano, Marelli, 1777

€ 1.000

In 4to, engraved frontispiece and pp. (24), 171, (1), some
typographic ornaments in the text. Latin and Italian text,
with double title page.
Fine binding in red Morocco, golden frame on board with
the pomegranate fruit on the center; on corners, the flower,
also repeated on back; golden edges.
The first edition with an Italian translation of the Doissin
dydascalic poem, with the art of engraving as its theme, and
critical captions by De Carli (1732-1807), a jesuit from a
noble Milanese family.
The poem is a treaty about history and tech of engraving.

Doissin (1727-1753), a jesuit father, dedicates his lines to
Callot’s Temptation of Saint-Anthony, to works by Durer,
Galle, Vischer, Titian, and puts in light the Carracci work
as an engraver; he also states that the black and white of
engravings can give back the color modulation of paintings.
Between the matters: double way to engrave, etching, the
capricious style of Stevano della Bella, how old is the wo-
odcut technique, Ugo da Carpi invention, press description,
how to clean spot from printings, drawing science; Callot,
Rembrandt, Marco Antonio Raimondi, Annibale Carracci,
the art of miniature, Vernet’s sights, architeture prints, the
worth added to books by engravings…
Cicognara 1987, n. 977





16. DOLCE, Lodovico
Dialogo nel quale si ragiona delle qualità, diver-
sità e proprietà dei colori
Venezia, G. B. Sessa e fratelli, 1565

€ 3.000

In 8vo, ll. 87, (1), a woodcut on title page, marbled calf bin-
ding, red edges.

The first edition of one of the rarest Dolce’s works

Not only the artistic theory is debated, but rather the physic
and optic colour properties: this is the most remarkable side
of this work.
During the Renaissance, since the first attempts of Cennino
Cennini, the earliest studies on colour are gathered, mea-
ning to establish a real experimental science available to
painters; the source, mediated by Middle Age manipula-
tions, si Aristotle, author of two works,De sensu et sensibili
and De coloribus, currently attributed to his pupil Theo-
phrastos: by fragments of this writings a draft of an early
theory of seven colours could be established.
This Dialogo of Dolce can be inserted between the main
works of Leonardo and Lomazzo’s treaty, from 1584: it fol-
lows the already consolidated theory of colours symbolism.
Dolce’s work is of a particular interest since it can be asso-
ciated to venetian colour tradition. The author starts in quo-
ting Aristotle, whose theory he stays quite close; then the
enunciation of colours wheel, which a chapter is put in
about the “nature, diversity and properties” of each, in
which he attributes to every colour a symbolic meaning, by
then accepted especially for religious paintings, but rejected



by Dolce, who considers that theory not fit to venetian pain-
ters work (in particular to Titian).
Lodovico Dolce (1508-68), venetian by origins, was “writer
in prose and poetry, he addressed to every literary genre,
mostly to the then popular ones and close to the cultural and
social climate of the Century – the treaty in form of dialogue
and the theatrical text, comedy and tragedy – conveying by
his production the attention to book market requests, prac-
ticed during his daily editorial work”.
Schlosser-Magnino (1935), p. 343; STC It. 220; M. Kemp,
La scienza nell’arte, ed. it. 1994, pp. 301-302.
DBI ad vocem.



17. DONI, Anton Francesco
Disegno partito in più ragionamenti, ne’ quali si
tratta della scoltura et pittura… e nel fine alcune
lettere che trattano della medesima materia
Venezia, Giolito de Ferrari, 1549

€ 1.200

In 8vo; ll. 64; a printer’s mark on title page and on last page,
woodcut decorated initials; half calf binding.
Original and only edition.

A fine copy of one of the most important Italian works of art
critics, in which the author affirms the superiority of scul-
pture on painting, in a debate very vivid between Italian art
critics from XVI century.
In 1548 Paolo Pino wrote the “Dialogo della Pittura” af-
firming the painting’s primate over sculpture; Doni, with his
“Disegno…” sets up his polemic answer, upsetting Pino’s
theoretic position, but also identifying in drawing the com-
mon root of both arts; the very ability in drawing was said
to be missed by Venetian artists. Although Doni publishes
his volume in Venice, the florentine artists are prevailing
(Michelangelo as a sculptor overall), and this raised a sud-
dent counter-attack by a venetian writer, Michelangelo
Biondo, in his “Della nobilissima pittura”. With a list of
mentioned artists.

See Schlosser (pp. 212-14)

Steinmann-Wittkower :Michelangelo Bibliographie, 570; C.
Ricottini Marsili-Libelli: “Anton Francesco Doni Scrittore
e Stampatore”, Biblioteca
Bibliografica Italica, 21, 1960, n. 19.





18. FRANCHI, Antonio
La teorica della pittura, ovvero trattato delle
materie più necessarie per apprendere con fon-
damento quest’arte
Lucca, Marescandoli, 1739

€ 1.000

In 4to, pp. (8), 207, (1), some woodcut along text and a fol-
ding plate. Contemporary binding in full vellum with ma-
nuscript title on spine. Some quire lightly browned.

Original and only edition, printed post mortem, by Antonio
Franchi from Lucca (1632/38-1709). Antonio Rigacci cared
the edition, a Florentin scholar who explains, in his dedica-
tion, that he took possession of a manuscript (today preser-
ved at the Uffizi), in which, with “solid rules he deals the
principles of the noble art of painting and, conducing its fra-
mes to a method and solid system, he opens a reliable and
easy path to pupils”. Rigacci also writes the Introduction, a
very author’s biography, and inserts at the end a “Direction
to a young painter”, derived from Mr De Piles painting
class.
Franchi engaged in the drafting of this work, that merges
the theory principles to the intention of being a true useful
painting handbook, during the last part of his life: he coul-
dn’t finish the review and he signed the manuscript under
the alias of Toannio Chifran.
The essay, accorded to a Florentin classicism relying on the
draw and perspective significance as a root of the painting,
is made up of 23 chapters that deal with light principles, co-
lours, views, optics; but also of painter decency. The au-
thor notes also, in chapter II, that he read the painting work
of Vinci, under a manusctipt form.



Franchi, alias “Il Lucchese”, was painter and a member of
the “Accademia del disegno”, with a wide range of inte-
rests, studies, researches. “Erudite and ecleptic, F. moved
from art theory to philosophy, from ethics to mathematics,
geometrics and mechanics”. His inquiry method can be lin-
ked (according to Baldinucci (1725-50/1975, p. 47), to the
Galileo’s one, and some speeches of him are quoted (althoug
then lost) on the gravity, the forces and properties of solids,
on time origin, on the sea level subject (and on earth), on the
non-existence of the anti-peristasis, on the free will. All this
shows a “mental habitus linked to modern sperimentalism”
(M. Gallo, Dbi, s.v.)
Schlosser, 1935, p. 542



19. GILIO, Giovanni Andrea
Due dialogi…con molte annotazioni sul Giudi-
cio di Michelangelo
Camerino, Gioioso, 1564

€ 12.000

In 4to, pp. (3), 144. Full vellum, ex libris E. Steinmann.
The extremely scarce fist edition. Quickly written after the
end of Council of Trent, in the year of Michelangelo’s death,
this is one of the first dissertation on history of art actually
refletting the Council spirit.
The special attention given by the scholars to religious pain-
tings details can be appreciate in Gilio da Fabriano’s state-
ments about Michelangelo’s Judgement. Not only Gilio
affirms Michelangelo’s credits but also enthusiastically ac-
claims him. Michelangelo – he writes – led back painting to
its outward glory. And about the Judgement “he demon-
strated what the art can do”. He admits, furthermore, that
according to parameters of a purely artistic goal, Miche-
langelo is beyond any comparison. But Gilio goes further,
including a higher parameter, that convicts the artist: he
painted unwinged angels; there are also shapes with clothes
moved by the wind, in a day, the Judgement Day, in which
wind and storms, it’s written, will cease. The trumpet angels
are gathered all together, while it’s written that they were
sent to the four corners of Earth. Between the land rising
deads there are skeletons mixed to fleshed bodies, while ac-
cording to the Bible the general Resurrection will take place
instantaneously. Gilio also objects that Christ is portraied
standing up, instead of sitting on his Glory throne. A spea-
ker along the dialogue justifies Michelangelo’s choice in a
symbolic key, but his defense is not in accord to the main



subject, expressed in a sentence that sums up the very mea-
ning of dialogue: “One wishing give an allegoric and mystic
mean to evangelic text, could accept your opinion; but be-
fore the literal meaning must be kept before, if possible, and
only the the other ones, and save the letter as much which
can be”.
If you follow the allegory, it must be simple and clear: “Eve-
rything is more fine, as much as it clear and open”. Gilio



affirms that Michelangelo must be convicted because “he
was pleased by art, to show its quantity and quality, more
than the subject’s truth”. Therefore, in Martyrdom and Pas-
sion of Jesus and of Saints, the actual subjects of Pity, the ar-
tist can’t turn the scene in a calm and statuary beauty, with
naked and perfect bodies; he must on the contrary show the
severity of the setting. This reflects not only Gilio’s attitude
towards Michelangelo, but the point of view of a whole ge-
neration about the main artists of 30 years before: painting
has to point out the moral improvement through education,
according to Church’s precepts, and not to duty through an
aestetic stimulus. (cfr A. Blunt, Artistic Theory in Italy 1450-
1600, London 1962, pp. 11-115, 121-123).
E. Steinmann, R. Wittkower, Michelangelo-Bibliographie,
(Leipzig 1927), n. 827; P. Barocchi (ed.), Scritti d’arte del
Cinquecento, (Torino 1978), IV, pp. 425-428; F. Zeri, Pit-
tura e Controriforma, (Torino, 1979), pp. 30-32.



20. GIOVIO, Paolo
Elogia Veris Clarorum Virorum Imaginibus Ap-
posita
Venezia, Tramezzini, 1546

€ 5.000

In –folio, ll. (4), 102, (4), a woodcut printer’s mark on title,
reprinted on last leaf. Some small wormholes.
The first edition of this catalog of the most important and
notorius portraits gallery of the Renaissance.

“The most appreciated portraits’ Italian collection was by
Paolo Giovio, Nocera Bishop, who stated in a 1521 letter
his intention of putting together true literate men portraits,
whose sight could push men towards goodness. His inten-
tion was gathering artists’, popes’and princes’portraits and
in 1537 he built a museum, in Como, to host the paintings.
Giovio persuaded many people to send their portraits, pled-
ging that in his museum the would have been eternalised to
posterity. The Medici sent a painter to Como, to paint copies
of the collection, many of that are now in Uffizi collection.
During the XVII Century the Medici’s copies were further
copied for the Petite Galerie du Louvre” (L. Campbell, Re-
naissance Portraits, 1990, p. 190).

The 1521 letter related to “virissimis clarorum in litteris vi-
rorum imaginibus” was addressed to Equicola and is dated
August the 28th (Lettere, ed. G. Ferrero, Rome, 1956; p. 92).
Giovio started collecting celebrated men’s portraits while
at papal court, between 1514 and 1534, and started buil-
ding the museum to include them in the Autumn of 1537; in
1538 spring he wrote “I am building my museum”. The Mu-



seum, in Borgo Vico, was conceived after roman villas mo-
dels, as the Plinio Junior’s one. And as like these ones, it’s
on a lake shore. Destroyed in 1615 it’s today known after a
painting in Como Garibaldi Museum (Stefano della Torre,
Le vedute del Museo Gioviano, in “Quaderni Ebresi”, 1985,
vol. VII).
The Giovio’s one was a huge museum and portraits were
shown along a serie of room on two floors. There were fout
main sections: dead scholars and authors; living scholars
and authors; artists; popes, kings, military chiefs. At Gio-
vio’s death, in 1552, the first two sections included about
200 portraits, the last one about 150, while we don’t have
much information about the artists’gallery, never classified
by Giovio.
He collected his portraits gathering them by various sour-
ces, not only demanding them to be sent by leters, but also
copying after originals in other collections, and after coins,
medals, or directly ordering. Many were given, for instance
Giulio Romano left him the copies made by Raffaello’s pu-
pils of the Bramantino portraits in Eliodoro room on Vati-
can, done before they were covered by the new frescoes.
Giovio’s gallery was extraordinary and peerless, probably
the widest ever done in its kind, and he gave new stimulus to
the Renaissance tradition of decorating palaces by celebra-
ted men portraits. Still now it’s the source to know the ap-
pearance of many characters, including Christopher
Columbus or Cesare Borgia.
In Rome Giovio purchased the portraits of Dante, Boccac-
cio, Alberti, Cosimo de’ Medici the Oldest, Pico della Mi-
randola, Poliziano, Ficino, Aretino, Bembo and Trissino. We
know he owned a Leonardo’s portrait, done after a drawing
today in Windsor: Giovio was the author of the first Leo-
nardo’s biography.
Some portraits are still surviving, from his collection, as the
Columbus’ one, now in Como museum, and the famous Bu-



dè’s one. Given the quality of many paintings, it’s clear that
Giovio was less interested to artistic quality of the work than
to similarity to the subject. However, some pieces were true
works of art, painted by artists like Mantegna and Titian.
The collection included also the famous Andrea Doria’s por-
trait, in Neptune’s clothes, naked over the waist, with his tri-
dent, painted by Bronzino, now in Brera gallery, in Milan.
This so fine printed catalogue, on scholars and writers’por-
traits, dead and alive, doesn’t depict paintings, but it repro-
duces the inscriptions written by Giovio himself, to combine
with paintings. The Elogia were ink-written on vellum, to be
put below every portrait.
This edition is not illustrated: Giovio explains in his dedi-
cation to Ottavio Farnese, that to copy portraits would have
been much hard and the simple reading would have been
more profitable (an ante literam example of history of art
based on text). The Elogia became exempla to the reader,
and models of fair behavior.
A part of original manuscript is preserved at Como library,
written in the fine Giovio’s Italic.



21. MARINO, Giovan Battista
La Galeria del cav. Marino distinta in pitture e
sculture. Seconda impressione corretta dall’au-
tore…
Venezia, Ciotti, 1620 / 1622

€ 600

In 12mo, Varese paper; the second part has its own title page
and numbering (“Le sculture, parte seconda, della galeria
del Cavalier Marino…”, Venezia, Ciotti, 1622, but signa-
ture is continuous), a printer’s mark on engraved title page
of second part.
The second edition, and the second one of two by Ciotti of
1620, contemporary to the original (published in Milan by
Bidelli).

Published by Marino near the end of his life (he dead in
‘25), the project and writing of Galeria kept Marino busy
for many years: his early intention was to publish an illu-
strated collection, with the help of his many painters and
drawers friend, in which the illustrations and verses could
show mostly mythological settings. But already since the
1615, with the text in an advanced form, the collection of
verses was already too wide to fit the original project, and
the work – that remains ambitious and peculiar – takes a
shape similar to the one then realized: 453 composition in
poetry (for the most they are ‘madrigali’), defined by the au-
thor a “museum”, in the same meaning introduced by Paolo
Giovio (v.) some decades before. Marino actual collection
was important (between the paintings there were Rubens,
Correggio, Carracci, Dürer, Titian, Michelangelo, etc.), and
followed him during his travels around Europe, but the
works here picted in poetry are often part of the collections



of many influential personalities that M. met during his life.
The work is split in two parts: painting and sculpture; the
part dedicated to portraits can also be considered a modern
agiography, with big characters from history (from pope
Leone X to Francis Drake) or mythologi (King Arthur, Ro-
land, Tancredi).
A strictly baroque work, a genre of which Marino is consi-
dered the main writer, his author took a meticolous care of
it, and this is witnessed also by the many editions appeared
in the same year of the first one. This ambitious and origi-
nal work is, besides, the first in which the word “gallery” is
used in the title of a book (the first written attestation is due
to Benvenuto Cellini, between 1558 and 1562). Rare.



22. MARTELLI, Niccolò
Il primo libro delle lettere
Firenze, A instanza dell’auttore (A.F. Doni), 1546

€ 4.000

In 4to; original edi-
tion; ll. 91, wl; fine wo-
odcut portrait of the
author at title page.
Bound in half red calf.
Niccolò Martelli
(1498), born in Flo-
rence, studied and
lived in Rome, where
he was introduced by
Pietro Aretino into the
literary circle of Leo X
the Pope. Most of his
production comes from
the rich correspon-
dence he kept with the
main personalities of
humanistic culture at
time (Bembo, Aretino,
Brucioli, Varchi, Doni,
Alamanni, Firenzuola) and artists, first of all Michelangelo
Buonarroti and Benvenuto Cellini. This First book of letters
give us an extraordinary wealth of news on his contempo-
rary society.



23. MOLINI, Carlo
Lacrime di Parnaso, in morte del sig. Girolamo
Albanese Insigne statuario. Sacrate all’illustris-
simo signor Co. Alessandro Goddi
Vicenza, Giovita Bottelli, 1663

€ 3.200

In 8vo; front. and pp. (8), 94, c. (1) with a woodcut repre-
senting a pomegranate; a portrait of Albanese printed on
copper in full page out of text. The frontespiece is engraved
by Ruphonus, and shows two cypresses with laurel lines, a
cartiglio with the title and a winged horse flying in a natu-
ral landscape. In the text a lot of nice head and tail pieces.
A manuscript possession note, Leonardo Leonardo Trissino,
1827. Original boards.
Rare first edition of this work dedicated to the sculptor and
architecte Girolamo Albanese (Vicenza 1584-1660); the
book is divided into three parts, each with his own title page:
Lacrime di Parnaso (Italian poems for Albanese), Feralia in
Parnaso (latin poems), Hieronymi Albanesi insignis statua-
rii opera poetarum carminibus decantata (a collection of
Italian and latin poems celebrating Albanese’s sculpures).
The marble statues mentioned represent pagan divinities,
animals and hunting. Moreover there is the description of a
bronze Pallade, a hind, a golden crucifix (in Ferrara), and
two silver statues (Vergine, and a Beata Vicenza) in the San-
tuario of Monte Iberico. The last poem refers to a Mosé
made by Albanese for Urbano VIII and placed in San Pie-
tro, Rome.
Albanese was also a goldsmith and a painter. He made the
Madonna between San Vincenzo and Stefano on the Tower
of Piazza, in Vicenza; as an architect the Oratorio del
duomo and the Oratorio del Crocifisso.





24. ORSINI, Baldassarre
Dizionario universale d’architettura e Diziona-
rio vitruviano accuratamente ordinati
Perugia, Baduel, 1801

€ 2.200

In 8vo, two parts in a
volume; pp. (8), 198;
(4), 164, (4), and two
folded plates.
Half calf binding with
corners, tile and golden
title on back.
Original edition
A fine arts teacher and
director of the “Accade-
mia del disegno” in Pe-
rugia, Baldassarre
Orsini (1732-1810),
who was both a painter
and an architect, writes
a very useful dictionary
for Architecture stu-
dents, who could easily
and clearly find out, in
each single entry, hi-
story and technical fea-
tures. He adds to this a specific dictionnary of vitruvian
terms, to simplify the study of the still fundamental text, the
“codex of master of architects”.
Only one copy in Iccu (but the only first volume).



25. PASSERI, Giovanni Battista
Vite de’ pittori scultori ed architetti che anno la-
vorato in Roma morti dal 1641 fino al 1673
Roma, Gregorio Settari, 1772 (/Roma, Giovanni
Zempel, 1772)

€ 1.800

In 4to, pp. (2), XVI, 492, engraved title page with Omero’s
bust (by Carloni, in this copy the page is in B/W), rough
edges, contemporary half calf with corners, golden orna-
ments on spine, red tile with title and author in gold, some
spots on external edge of p. 2, a restored tear on p. 143.

The first edition of Passeri work that, edited post mortem by
Bianconi and Bottari, put itself as a follow-up of Baglione
book (v. supra), stopped on 1642. Passeri was an artist/wri-
ter, Domenichino’s pupil: his celebrity is mostly linked to the
wide circulation obtained by this very book, that includes
36 biographical portraits put in order by death’s year, star-
ting by Domenichino, and then with painters as Reni, Al-
bani, Sacchi, Pietro da Cortona, Salvator Rosa, Barbieri
(the “Guercino”), Lanfranco, Algardi; there are foreign
painters as Poussin and Wander (the “Bamboccio”, and
Passeri’s work will be crucial on a XX Century debate about
this artist), but also sculptors (Fiammingo, Alguardi, Finelli,
Peroni), architects (between them Borromini) and a mosaic
maker (Calandra).
The president of San Luca Academy (but the circumstance is
denied by Jacob Hess, who in 1928 wrote his degree thesis to
Passeri), is peaceful to put him in the “aristocratic parterre
that ruled the public ceremonies of the Academy”, Dbi, s.v.):
the inclusion in this conservatory circle accords to a critical
element of the book, that is the critical tendency towards Ber-



nini. Expecially in the entry dedicated to Borromini’s life Pas-
seri is very argumentative against Bernini, taking a strong po-
sition in the notorious controversy.
In the same year of this edition, published for the first time
almost a century after its author death, another run appeared,
uniform to this one but with different typographic informa-
tion; it has not been established what run was printed before.

Rossetti 7983, Cicognara 2344; on the history of manuscript
and on editorial events see Hess’ works (Die Künstlerbio-
graphien von Giovanni Battista Passeri, 1934 e anche Jo-
seph Connors, in “Journal of the Society of Architectural
Historians”, vol. 57 No. 4, 1998 (pp. 469-471).



26. PRUNETTI, Michelangelo
Saggio pittorico
Roma, Zempel, 1786

€ 400

In -12mo, pp. (1), 192, (1); boards.
The first edition of this work, that
would have been blamed by Cico-
gnara for missing sources (“Many
theoretical and historical notions,
and a big amount of judgements, that
the shortness of work couldn’t ju-
stify”); Prunetti’s book is very inte-
resting for the descriptions of images
inside churches and palaces of Rome
at the end of XVIII century, accom-
plished by a detailed index of artists
and places.
The author itself affirms, after his dedication to Stanislao
Sanseverino: “To write this work I grabbed with no scru-
ples many sentences, and sometimes paragraphs by authors
who maybe had done the same with else books”. An origi-
nal and eclectic writer, according the small biografical in-
formation gathered, Prunetti dead in Rome (where he was
born) around 1851, 94 years old: his production testifies his
wide curiosity and the costume to loosely grab the sources:
between his many works, in 1820 he published a book to di-
stinguish original paintings from copies; in ‘25 a pictore-
sque method to stay healty, expecially in Rome, without
medications, etc. His daughter Margherita married in 1824
the German artist Franz Ludwig Catel, who had moved to
Rome years before. This book is his first published work.



27. RIDOLFI, Carlo
Vita di Giacopo Robusti detto il Tintoretto
Venezia, Guglielmo Oddoni, 1642

€ 3.800

In 4to, pp. (16), 93, (3), last blank; a xilography with a prin-
ter’s mark with a Tintoretto portrait; contemporary boards.
Full edges copy. A possession note manuscript, “Est Joan-
nis De Martinis”. Dedication to prince Francesco Erizzo
and to Venetian Senate.

First edition
The first biography of the venetian painter, who trained on
Michelangelo and Titian example, keeping by the first the
drawing direction, and by the second the colour’s one, a sort
of law that he was said to had written on a wall in his office.
Carlo Ridolfi was biographer, some year later, also of Paolo
Veronese, and an authority as an artistic historian on Ve-
neto; he follows in a very particular way the rise of Tinto-
retto until San Rocco and beyond, weaving his personal and
artistic affairs to a wider vision on Veneto’s artistic contem-
porary scene. With a specific attention to engravings of re-
production used by Raffaello and later as a disclosure mean
for style and images, a mean knowingly employed by the
painter, the author also speaks (p. 33 and 39) of printed
translations that Agostino Carracci (but other Flemish pain-
ters too) made of the major Tintoretto’s works, developing a
unique technique that allowed the engraver to reproduce on
paper, by burin’s signs, the extraordinary colour and light ef-
fects that distinguish Tintoretto’s paint. It’s a source still im-
portant for the biography of the artist.
Cicognara 2358; Schlosser p. 482.





28. ROSSI, Giovan Galeazzo
Lettera al R. Sig. Giovanni Carga sopra la Villa
di Tuscolano dell’ill. e rev. monsig. Gio. Battista
Campeggio
pubblicato con

CAMPEGGIO, Giovan Battista
De Tusculana Villa sua
Bologna, Benaccio, 1571

€ 2.000

In -4to, pp. (32), at sheet C1 the title page of the second
work, with editorial mark; in text big woodcut decorated ini-
tials; board.
Ex libris Giannalisa Feltrinelli.
History and description of the Villa said Tuscolana, near
Bologna, bought by Sir Campeggio for 15.000 ducats from
Remondina family.
The author engages in different interpretations of the name
given to the villa, ethimologic and historic, as in the version
supporting the theory that the name was chosen in memory
of the mansions, “Tuscolane” or “Tuscole”, near Rome,
where also Cicero and Lucullus lived.
The outside and inside architecture are described, gardens
and every kind of recreation activity there carried out:
music, feasts, balls, games, hunting, battleships. The de-
scription of the garden of delights follows up in the latin let-
ter, published along with the first one, that Campeggio signs
in 1567.





29. VARCHI, Benedetto
Due lezzioni di Benedetto Varchi nella prima
delle quali si dichiara un sonetto di Michelagnolo
Buonarroti. Nella seconda si disputa quale sia
piu nobile arte la Scultura o la Pittura, con una
lettera d’esso Michelagnolo...
Firenze, Torrentino, 1549
Rilegato con

L’Hercolano, dialogo nel qual si ragiona gene-
ralmente delle lingue e in particolare della To-
scana e della Fiorentina
Venezia, Giunti, 1570

€ 4.000

In -4to; pp. (16), 282, (34), a woodcut on title page and p.
155; initals with woodcut ornaments. Ex Libris Marelli, with
arms and the motto “sola virtus vera nobilitas”.
Full calf binding, with golden ornaments, tile and title on
spine; sprayed edges.

Two works by Benedetto Varchi (1503-1565), historian and
philologist, Florentine, about the excellence of Tuscany and
its artists.

A. Original edition, the dedication of Torrentino is to Bar-
tolomeo Bettini “mercatante”; the author’s one to Don Luigi
di Toledo, dated 1546.
The two lectures of Varchi, a scholar who under the point of
view of artistic storiography leads us till Vasari time, have
as their subject painting and sculpture, and they were given
at Accademia Fiorentina in 1546. Schlosser (p. 197 and fol-



lowing): “Important for Tuscany art theory, then at its be-
ginning. Varchi’s in intense relationship with artists from his
time… The second lecture deals with the so much quoted
“paragone”. The starting point is given by the notable ari-
stotelic definition of art, which is widely explaned. Varchi
resorts to a purely literary mean… The inquiry. Answers are
coming from painters as Pontormo, Bronzino, Vasari, and
sculptors as like Cellini, Tribolo, Sangallo, Tasso (the inla-
yer). This very comparison matter, surrounds the true value
and the psychological appeal of these ‘giudizi’”.
The closing letter of this work is signed by Michelangelo,
who thanks Varchi for his despatch of the book, and leaves
his point of view (an artist, in his definition, “old, almost
between deads”) on the “paragone”.
The first lecture deals with the notorious sonnet of Miche-
langelo “Non ha l’ottimo artista alcun concetto / c’un
marmo solo in sé non circoscriva…”: Varchi gives in its ex-



position a prompt and very erudite explication of the sub-
ject and of utilized terms, referring to Dante, Petrarca and
deep philosophy conceptions.

B. An edition printed in the same year of the original one, by
the same publisher, with the Agostino Ferentilli revision.
This Varchi work is considered a key contribution to the Re-
naissance Dante’s question.
Varchi considers the Tuscany language higher than the clas-
sic languages, expecially as a literary expression mean, ac-
cordingly supporting the superiority of Dante on Homer.
According to Gamba the current copy should belong to the
print run with wrong date (Gamba 1000). Adams V 248


